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Abstract
We study a new pointwise topological property, the weak Fréchet–Urysohn property, introduced
by Reznichenko. We also study the property introduced by Pytkeev in 1983. It is proved that
sequentiality is strictly stronger than the Pytkeev property, which is strictly stronger than the wFU
property, which is strictly stronger than countable tightness. However we prove that a countably tight
compact Hausdorff space is Pytkeev. The above properties are used to detect some non-subsequential
spaces. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
All topological spaces considered here are supposed to be (T1) unless a stronger
separation axiom is explicitly assumed.
In 1996 Reznichenko [1] introduced a new pointwise topological property which he
called weak Fréchet–Urysohn (wFU) property; namely
Definition 0.1. A point x is called a weakly FU (wFU) point if whenever x ∈A \A there
exists a countable infinite disjoint (CID) family F of finite subsets of A such that for every
neighborhood V of x the subfamily {F ∈F : F ∩V = ∅} is finite. If every point of a space
is a wFU-point then this space is called a wFU-space.
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It is clear that the wFU-property is a generalization of the classical FU-property, where
we substitute finite sets in a CID family for singletons in a convergent sequence.
In 1983 Pytkeev [11] proved that in sequential spaces each point x ∈ A \ {x} has a
countable pi -net of infinite subsets of A, i.e., there is a countable family of infinite subsets
of A such that every neighborhood of x contains an element of this family. Analogously
we can give the following
Definition 0.2. A point x is called a Pytkeev point if whenever x ∈ A \ {x} there exists a
countable pi -net of infinite subsets of A. If every point of a space is a Pytkeev’s point then
this space is called a Pytkeev space.
The basic property of a Pytkeev space is a modification of countable tightness when
points are replaced with infinite subsets.
We shall investigate and compare these properties. In particular we shall show that
these properties are intermediate between sequentiality and countable tightness. Precisely
the following implications hold: Sequentiality⇒ Pytkeev property⇒ wFU-property⇒
countable tightness.
Definition 0.3. A point x ∈X and a CID family F of finite subsets of X are said to be in
the Reznichenko relation (Rz), written x(Rz)F , if the following holds:
(Rz) For every neighborhood V of x the subfamily {F ∈F : F ∩ V = ∅} is finite.
Definition 0.4. We write x ∈ ARz if either x ∈ A or there is a CID family F of finite
subsets of A such that x(Rz)F .
Definition 0.5. We write x ∈ Api if either x ∈ A or x has a countable pi -net of infinite
subsets of A.
1. Relations between the wFU-property, Pytkeev property, countable tightness and
sequentiality
The following holds
Proposition 1.1. If x ∈Api then x ∈ARz.
Proof. If x ∈ Api \ A then there exists a countable family {Mn}n∈ω of infinite sub-
sets of A such that for every neighborhood U of x there is n0 ∈ ω and Mn0 ⊂
U . Now we can construct a CID family F = {Fn: n ∈ ω} as follows. Let x0,0 ∈
M0 and F0 = {x0,0}; let x0,1 ∈ M0, with x0,0 6= x0,1 and x1,1 ∈ M1, x1,1 different
from the previously chosen points. Let F1 = {x0,1, x1,1}. If Fn = {x0,n, x1,n, . . . , xn,n}
has been constructed, we can chose x0,n+1 ∈ M0 with x0,n+1 /∈ {x0,0, x0,1, . . . , x0,n}
(⊂M0), x1,n+1 ∈ M1 with x1,n+1 /∈ {x1,1, x1,2, . . . , x1,n} (⊂ M1), . . . , xn+1,n+1 ∈ Mn+1
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and Fn+1 = {x0,n+1, x1,n+1, . . . , xn+1,n+1}. All these points can be chosen different from
each other since the setsMn are infinite. Observe thatMk∩Fn 6= ∅ if n> k. SinceMn0 ⊂U
for some n0 the family {Fn: U ∩Fn = ∅} is finite. So x ∈ARz. 2
Corollary 1.2. Every Pytkeev point in a topological space is a wFU-point, every Pytkeev
space is a wFU-space.
Proposition 1.3. A subsequential space is Pytkeev.
Proposition 1.4. A wFU-space is a space of countable tightness.
So, we have the above mentioned diagram:
Sequentiality ⇒ Subsequentiality ⇒ Pytkeev property
⇒ wFU-property ⇒ countable tightness.
The following reformulation of Reznichenko condition (Rz) will be useful later on




A for every infinite subfamilyA of F .
Now we give two examples distinguishing some of these classes.
Example 1.6. There exists a countable non-wFU-space.
Proof. Let x be an arbitrary point of the ˇCech–Stone remainder ω∗ of the discrete space
ω. Then X = ω∪{x} is the desired example. Indeed, it is a countable space. Let us assume
that X is wFU. As x ∈ ω there must be a CID family F such that x(Rz)F . Let A,B be
any two infinite subfamilies of F . Then both x ∈⋃A and x ∈⋃B must hold. But this is
impossible if we choose A and B to be disjoint subfamilies of F as in this case ⋃A and⋃B are disjoint subsets of ω and x is an ultrafilter on ω. 2
Example 1.7. There exists a countable non-Pytkeev wFU-space.
Proof. LetMk = {n ∈ ω: 2k 6 n < 2k+1} for k ∈ ω. We define a topology on ω as follows:
let every point n ∈ ω \ {0} be isolated and a neighborhood of 0 be any set of the form
{0} ∪ (ω \M), where |M ∩Mk|6m for every k ∈ ω, with the same m for every k. With
this topology on ω, 0 is a wFU-point.
Now we shall show that it is not Pytkeev; so it is not a subsequential space. Let
{Sn: n ∈ ω} be a countable family of infinite subsets of ω \ {0}. For each n ∈ ω there
are infinite k ∈ ω such that Sn ∩ Mk 6= ∅. For each n ∈ ω there is the least kn such
that Sn ∩ Mkn 6= ∅ and k0 < k1 < · · · < kn−1 < kn; pick a point xn ∈ Sn ∩ Mkn . Let
M = {x0, x1, . . . , xn, . . .}; then |M ∩Mk| 6 1 for every k ∈ ω and {0} ∪ (ω \M) does
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not contain any Sn. In fact at least xn is missing from Sn for every n ∈ ω. So the point 0 is
in the closure of ω \ {0}, but there is no countable pi -net of infinite subsets of ω \ {0} for
the point 0. 0 is not a Pytkeev point. 2
Problem 1.8. Does there exist a non-subsequential Pytkeev space?
Concerning this problem under extra set-theoretical assumption see Section 4.
2. Additional examples of Pytkeev and wFU-spaces
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a topological space without isolated points having countable
pi -weight and such that every nowhere dense subset in it is closed. Then it is a Pytkeev
space.
Proof. Let x ∈ Cl(A)\A, where we used the notation Cl(A)=A. Then x ∈ Cl(Int(Cl(A)))
because every nowhere dense is closed (and hence, discrete). Let {Pn: n ∈ ω} be a list
of elements of a countable pi -base in the space, which are contained in Int(Cl(A)). Let
Mn =A∩ Pn. Then {Mn: n ∈ ω} is a countable pi -net at x and each Mn is infinite. 2
To obtain a topological space without isolated points with countable pi -weight and in
which every nowhere dense subset is closed we can proceed as follows.
We start, for instance, with the space of rational numbers (X, ν). We define on X a new
topology τ which is generated by a subbase consisting of sets of the form T = A \ C,
where A ∈ ν and C is nowhere dense in ν. The resulting topology τ contains ν as a pi -base
and so has countable pi -weight. This τ is the desired topology. Unfortunately it is merely
Hausdorff. (To obtain a final topology with better separation axioms we need some extra
set-theoretical assumption, for instance, CH or Martin’s Axiom.)
Proposition 2.2. There exists a Hausdorff separable Pytkeev space of cardinality 2C.
Proof. Let us take a Hausdorff space (Z, ν) with countable pi -base, without isolated points
and having the cardinality 2C, for instance, the absolute of the Cantor cube 2ω. Let S be
any countable dense subset in it. Let τ be the topology on S as in the previous construction
(some final topology). Let us consider the following topology ε on Z: C ⊂Z is open in ε if
and only if C∩S ∈ τ and for every z ∈ C \S there is a V ∈ ν such that V ∩S ⊂ C. It is easy
to check that ε is a topology. Notice that the subspace Z \S is closed, the restriction of ε to
S is τ , S is dense in ε. So (Z, ε) is separable, with cardinality 2C. Let x ∈A \A. We may
assume that A⊂ S. Then A is not nowhere dense and we may use Proposition 2.1. 2
Example 2.3. A countable non-Pytkeev Hausdorff wFU topological group.
Proof. Reznichenko [1] proved that Cp(X) over a σ -compact space is wFU. The first
author proved [9] that the space from Example 1.7 can be embedded in Cp(I). Let Z
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be such a subspace of Cp(I). Then a subgroup generated by Z is the desired countable
non-Pytkeev Hausdorff wFU topological group. 2
The well-known problem: “Does there exist in ZFC a countable non-metrizable FU
topological group?” has an easy solution if we change the FU-property with the wFU-
property.
Example 2.4. A countable non-wFU topological group.
Proof. Let Y be any countable topological group containing the space X = ω ∪ {x} of
Example 1.6 as its subspace. Then Y is the desired topological group. 2
3. Reznichenko and Pytkeev closure operators
Proposition 3.1. Let Y be a countable subset of X, x ∈ Y , and y ∈ ARz for every y ∈ Y .
Then x ∈ARz.
Proof. Let Y = {yn: n ∈ ω}. For every n ∈ ω there is a CID family Fn of finite subsets of
A such that yn(Rz)Fn. As all Fn are infinite and disjoint we can find an infinite subfamily
En ⊂Fn for every n ∈ ω such that the system {(⋃En): n ∈ ω} is disjoint. Let
En = {Ein: i ∈ ω}.
It is easy to check that for x and the family {⋃i,j {Eij : i + j = n}: n ∈ ω} condition (Rz)
holds. 2
Defining the “Reznichenko closure operator” ARz for any A ⊂ X according to
Definition 0.4, we have
Proposition 3.2. The Reznichenko closure operator (·)Rz is idempotent.
Proof. Let x ∈ (ARz)Rz. Then there exists a CID family F of finite subsets of ARz
such that x(Rz)F . Moreover x ∈ ⋃F . But the set ⋃F is countable and we can use
Proposition 3.1. 2
It follows that
Proposition 3.3. A topological space X is a wFU-space if and only if Cl(A)= A= ARz
for any subset A⊂X.
In a similar way we can define Pytkeev closure operator (·)pi , according to Definition 0.5.
We give only the following proposition because we need it later.
Proposition 3.4. Let Y be a countable subset of X, x ∈ Y , and y ∈ Api for every y ∈ A.
Then x ∈Api .
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Proposition 3.5. Reznichenko and Pytkeev closure operators give rise to stronger
topologies in a given topological space.
In fact for any A⊂X we have A⊂Api ⊂ARz ⊂A.
4. Compact wFU-spaces
Here we prove a rather surprising
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space having countable tightness. Then it is
a Pytkeev space.
Proof. Suppose that X is a Hausdorff compact space. According to Shapirovskiı˘ [12] if
a compact space has countable tightness then it has countable pi -character. Let x ∈ P \ P
for a countable set P . Let us suppose that x has a countable pi -base {Tn: n ∈ ω} in K = P
such that each Mn = Tn ∩ P is infinite. Then x ∈ Ppi .
Now let us suppose that x has no such a pi -base. Then there is a countable pi -base
{Tn: n ∈ ω} inK = P such that |P ∩Tn|< ℵ0 for every n ∈ ω. LetA=⋃{P ∩Tn: n ∈ ω}.
Then A is a discrete subset of P,x ∈A, and the subset B =A \A is compact and x ∈B .
Let I be the subset of isolated points in B . Then each point of I is limit of a convergent
sequence from P therefore it is clear that I ⊂Api .
If x ∈ I then there exists a countable subset S ⊂ I such that x ∈ S and reference can be
made to Proposition 3.4.
Otherwise, M = B \ I has no isolated points in B . Again, according to the mentioned
result of Shapirovskiı˘ x has a countable pi -base {Tn: n ∈ ω} in M . For every n ∈ ω let Qn
be an open subset in A such that Qn
X ∩M ⊂ Tn. Since Qn ∩A is infinite, x ∈Api . 2
Theorem 4.2. [CH] A point of countable tightness in a compact space is a Pytkeev point
(and hence a wFU-point).
Proof. Let X be a Hausdorff compact space and x be a point of countable tightness.
According to Juhász [6], under CH, a point of countable tightness has countable pi -
character in every separable compact subspace of X. Then the proof is analogous to
Theorem 4.1. 2
Corollary 4.3. If X is a Hausdorff k1-space of countable tightness then it is a Pytkeev
space.
We recall that a space X is called a k1-space whenever x ∈ A implies that there is a
compact Hausdorff subset K such that x ∈A∩K .
Corollary 4.4. [CH] A point of countable tightness in a Hausdorff k1-space is a Pytkeev
point (and moreover wFU-point).
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Notice that according to Balogh’s [3] and Dow’s [4] results we may assume that, in
some models of ZFC, every compact Hausdorff space of countable tightness is sequential.
Therefore, in these models every compact wFU-space is sequential.
Observe that two well known compact Hausdorff spaces of countable tightness are
examples of nonsequential compact Pytkeev spaces: precisely Ostaszewski original
compact Hausdorff space [10] and Fedorchuk hereditarily separable compact Hausdorff
space [5] of cardinality 2C.
Corollary 4.5. A compact Pytkeev space need not be sequential.
Corollary 4.6. A compact Pytkeev space need not be subsequential among Hausdorff
spaces.
In fact, if a compact space is not sequential then it is not subsequential among Hausdorff
spaces because it is closed in any Hausdorff extension.
In a particular case we can prove this without any separation hypothesis
Proposition 4.7. An Ostaszewski Hausdorff compact space is not subsequential.
Proof. Let X be an Ostaszewski compact Hausdorff space [10]. Let Y be a sequential
extension ofX and ∗ be a point for which there is no converging sequence fromX. Let [A]α
denote the sequential closure of order α. AsX is dense in Y so ∗ ∈ [X]α for some countable
α. First prove that ∗ /∈ [X]2. Let us suppose the contrary and let L ⊂ [X]1 be a sequence
converging to ∗. We can consider that L⊂ Y \X. For every l ∈ L fix a sequence Nl ⊂ X
converging to l. As Nl is infinite there is an infinite Ml ⊂ Nl such that Ml converges to
some al ∈X. Let A= {al : l ∈ L}. As there is no sequence in X converging to ∗, so there
exists a neighborhood V ⊂ Y such that V ∩X is clopen in X and B = A \ V is infinite.
Note that Pl =Ml \ V is infinite for each al ∈ B . The contradiction is obtained. Since
S =⋃{Pl : al ∈ B} misses V , so ∗ /∈ S. On the other hand l ∈ P l for each al ∈ B , i.e., for
infinitely many l ∈L, ∗ ∈ S, a contradiction.
Using this idea we prove that ∗ cannot belong to [X]α for any countable α. 2
Corollary 4.8. A compact Pytkeev space needn’t be subsequential.
Let us recall that both these two compact Hausdorff spaces (Ostaszewski’s and
Fedorchuk’s) were constructed under ♦, which implies restrictions on cardinal arithmetic,
in particular, ♦ implies CH.
But Juhász’s compact Hausdorff space [7] of countable tightness without points of
countable character and of cardinality 2ω1 is an example of a compact Pytkeev space
without points of countable character of cardinality 2ω1 .
Let us recall that this compact Hausdorff space was constructed under (t), which does
not imply any restriction on cardinal arithmetic.
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Corollary 4.9. A compact Pytkeev space without points of countable character can exist
in a model having arbitrary cardinal arithmetic.
Problem 4.10. Let X be a Hausdorff locally compact space; is it true that every point of
countable tightness is a Pytkeev point (a wFU-point)?
5. Pytkeev property and wFU-property under products
We recall that in 1972 the first author [8] proved that the tightness is preserved by the
product of two spaces if one of them is compact and by the product of countably many
compact spaces of countable tightness. So, we have straightforwardly
Proposition 5.1. Pytkeev property and wFU-property are preserved by the product of
countably many compact wFU-spaces.
Arhangel’skiı˘ [2] generalized the result mentioned above of the first author in the
following way:
Proposition (A). Let f :X→ Y be a closed continuous map, Y have countable tightness
and f−1(y) have countable tightness for each y ∈ Y . Then X has countable tightness.
Concerning wFU-property we have the following
Theorem 5.2. Let f :X→ Y be a perfect continuous map, Y be a wFU-space and f−1(y)
have countable tightness for each y ∈ Y . Then X is a wFU-space.
Recall that a continuous map f :X→ Y is called perfect if it is closed and f−1(y) is
compact for each y ∈ Y .
Proof. Let a ∈ S, where S ⊂ X. According to Arhangel’skiı˘’s Proposition (A) we may
assume that S is countable. Let a /∈ S.
Let A= f−1(f (a)) and M = S ∩A. If a ∈M then a ∈ ClRz(M)=MRz because A is a
compact subspace of countable tightness. So, we may assume that a /∈M . Let P = S \M
then P ∩M = ∅ and a ∈ P . Let us take one point from each subset P ∩ f−1(t) for every
t ∈ f (P ) and let Q denote the set of all such points, i.e., |Q ∩ f−1(t)| = 1 for each
t ∈ f (P ). It is clear that Q∩A= ∅, Q∩A 6= ∅.
Let us suppose that there is a b ∈ Q ∩ A and some neighborhood V of it such that
V ∩ (Q∩A)= {b}. Let K = V ∩Q. Then b ∈K and f (b) ∈ f (K). As Y is a wFU-space,
there exists a CID family Y of finite subsets of f (K) such that f (b) ∈⋃Y ′ for each
infinite subfamily Y ′ ⊂ Y . It is clear that X = {f−1(F ) ∩K: F ∈ Y} is a CID family of
finite subsets of K and b ∈⋃X ′ for each infinite subfamily X ′ ⊂X .
Now let us consider a situation where C =Q∩A is dense in itself. Let c be an arbitrary
point of C. According to the result of Shapirovskiı˘ cited in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the
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point c has a countable pi -character in C. Let {Tn: n ∈ ω} be a countable pi -base of c in
C. It is clear that each En = Tn ∩Q is infinite. So {En: n ∈ ω} is a pi -net in C of infinite
subsets of Q, i.e., c ∈Qpi , hence c ∈QRz, finally c ∈ SRz. 2
Corollary 5.3. The product of two wFU-spaces is wFU if one of them is compact.
Proof. Indeed, let Z,Y be two wFU-spaces and Z be compact. Let X = Y × Z and
f :X→ Y be a projection of the product X onto Y . Now we can apply Theorem 5.2. 2
We give the corresponding propositions for Pytkeev spaces. The proofs are similar and
left to the reader.
Theorem 5.4. Let f :X→ Y be a perfect continuous map, Y be a Pytkeev space and
f−1(y) have countable tightness for each y ∈ Y . Then X is a Pytkeev space.
Corollary 5.5. The product of two Pytkeev spaces is Pytkeev if one of them is compact.
Problem 5.6. Let f :X→ Y be a closed continuous map, Y be a Pytkeev (wFU) space and
f−1(y) have countable tightness (be Pytkeev, wFU-space) for each y ∈ Y . Is X a Pytkeev
(wFU) space?
6. Generalizations of wFU-property
What happens if in the definition of wFU-property we replace points by sets which
have some property, for instance, a family of compact sets? Precisely we suggest the
following new notion generalizing Reznichenko’s wFU-property. The property could be
named “compact Fréchet–Urysohn property” or KFU-property.
Definition 6.1. We say that x ∈AK if there exists a CID familyK of compact subsets of A
such that for every neighborhood V of x the subfamily {K ∈K: K ∩ V = ∅} is finite. We
say that a spaceX isK-sequential if for every non-closed subsetA there exists some x ∈X
such that x ∈ AK . We say that a point x is a K-point if whenever x ∈ A then x ∈ AK ; if
every point of a space is a K-point then this space is called K-space.
However, if we require only compactness of subsets, we do not obtain, in general,
countable tightness, as the following example demonstrates
Example 6.2. There is a HausdorffK-sequential spaces that is not countably tight.
Proof. Let B be a sequential compact space in which every separable subset is
nowhere dense (for instance, the countably infinite power of the Alexandroff’s one-point
compactification of an uncountable discrete space). Let Xn = B for every n ∈ ω and ? be
a point not belonging to the union Y =⋃{Xn: n ∈ ω}. Let us equip Z = {?} ∪ Y with the
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following topology τ : each Xn is clopen, and every typical neighborhood V of ? is Z \K ,
where K ∩Xn is a closed separable subset of Xn for every n ∈ ω. Now it is easy to check
that the space (Z, τ ) is a K-sequential space which does not have countable tightness. 2
However if we require in Definition 6.1 that compact spaces are separable, or metrizable
then we have countable tightness. In this connection we raise the following questions (it is
possible to consider different versions of compact subsets: any, separable, metrizable, . . . ):
Question 6.3. Must a K-space be resolvable?
We recall that a topological space X is said to be κ-resolvable if it contains κ disjoint
dense subsets, where κ is a cardinal number not less than 2. 2-resolvable spaces are also
called resolvable. For this classical notion see [11] and the references cited there.
Question 6.4. Must a compact K-space have countable tightness?
But we cannot offer any reasonable generalization of Pytkeev property.
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